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This paper presents a hybrid model for early onset prediction of driver fatigue, which is the major reason of severe traffic
accidents. The proposed method divides the prediction problem into three stages, that is, SVM-based model for predicting the
early onset driver fatigue state, GA-based model for optimizing the parameters in the SVM, and PCA-based model for reducing
the dimensionality of the complex features datasets. The model and algorithm are illustrated with driving experiment data and
comparison results also show that the hybrid method can generally provide a better performance for driver fatigue state prediction.

1. Introduction

Fatigue driving is a significant contributing factor to road
related crashes worldwide, which will endanger lives of
drivers and passengers and can cause serious accidents along
major roads [1]. Studies show that 15–20% of car crashes may
be attributable to driver sleepiness in high income countries
[2]. If symptoms of fatigue could effectively warn the drivers
and corrective measures could be taken, then disastrous
outcomes would have been prevented. Researchers have
made great efforts in this field. At present, the techniques for
preventing driver’s fatigue can be classified into the following
categories.

(1) Technologies to assess the vigilance capacity of an
operator before the work is performed [3].

(2) Mathematical models of dynamic alert [4].
(3) Vehicle-based performance technologies that detect

the behavior of the driver by monitoring the trans-
portation hardware systems such as steering wheel
movements and acceleration [5, 6].

(4) Real-time technologies for monitoring the driver’s
state, including intrusive [7, 8] and nonintrusive
monitoring systems [9–11].

Themethod assessing the vigilance before thework is per-
formed investigates driver’s subjective feeling of tiredness to
determinewhether the fatigue happens or not.Thismethod is
greatly influenced by individual differences, so it is only taken
as a comprehensive qualitative evaluation method for driver
fatigue analysis. The method based on vehicle performance
uses visual sensor, speed sensor, and angle sensors tomonitor
vehicle running state such as speed, steering angle, or other
features. The driver’s spirit state can be inferred from this
detected information. This method can make full use of the
vehicle devices, so few additional equipment are required, but
it is limited with the driver’s driving habits, vehicle type, and
road conditions. Experiments have demonstrated that the
driver in fatigue would exhibit some visual cues [12]. There-
fore, at present, themethod based onmachine vision has been
a leading technique due to its hardware’s characteristics such
as small size, low cost, and nonintrusiveness to drivers.
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Various visual parameters, such as eye blinking [9], head
movement [13], face orientation [10], and other features, can
be extractedwhen the driver’s fatigue occurs. But, it is inaccu-
rate when prewarning is triggered according to a certain spe-
cific aspect, because the driver’s fatigue is not directly observ-
able but can only be inferred from the information available.
There are numbers of reasons for adopting the informa-
tion fusing method to resolve the driver fatigue detection
issues. Firstly, the driver’s fatigue derived from the contextual
features contains much subjectivity that cannot always reflect
the real objectivity; secondly, inferring the driver’s fatigue
fromhis/her facial expression is not always reliable because of
the following two limitations: (a) the current techniques for
image processing cannot always ensure the recognition accu-
racy; (b) an introverted personmight have a tendency to con-
trol his or her displays of emotions, which leads to an inaccu-
rate interpretation of the facial expression. Thus, to fuse as
many as possible features from uncertain events is necessary
to make an accurate inference for monitoring fatigue effec-
tively.

Since there are various nonlinear, stochastic, time-vary-
ing factors during the driver fatigue prediction, it is very
difficult to predict the fatigue state accurately. Recently, SVM,
a novel machine learning algorithm, has been proved, that is,
a promising tool for both data classification and regression
[14]. It shows high resistance to the over fitting problem,
achieving high generalization performance in solving various
time series forecasting problems, which has been applied in
prediction of time series [15]. These successful applications
motivate us to apply SVM in the driver fatigue state predic-
tion.

The parameters selection in SVM, which greatly impacts
the performance of SVMs, need to be optimized and set by
users. Many literatures have proved that the parameters in
SVMplay an important role in its performance [16]. Improper
selection of the parameters could cause either the overfitting
or underfitting of the training data points. These parameters
mainly include the penalty factor𝐶 and the parameters of ker-
nel function (for instance, parameter 𝛾 of RBF kernel func-
tion). At present, grid search algorithm [17] is the most reli-
ablemethod for the offline data training process.However, for
large scale or real-time feature practice application, the con-
siderable searching time cannot be accepted.Many literatures
suggested that heuristic algorithms were good choice to solve
this kind of problems [18–28]. Selakov et al. [29] propose
a model for short term electrical load forecasting based on
particle swarm optimization (PSO) and SVM. The obtained
results show better accuracy compared to results generated
with classical methods. A discrete gravitational search algo-
rithm is combined with SVM which is presented for improv-
ing classification accuracy with an appropriate feature subset
in binary problems [30]. Hou and Li [16] presented evolution
strategy with covariance matrix adaptation to identify the
parameters in SVM.

The purpose of this paper is to build a hybrid model
for driver fatigue state prediction, which is named SVM-GA
model. Within the proposed model, several cues are con-
sidered including PERCLOS AECS and PNS. The structure
of this paper is organized as follows: the problem description

and the architecture of the solution for the driver fatigue state
prediction are given out in Section 2. In Section 3, experi-
ments and results are discussed; and lastly, the conclusions
are given together with suggestions for further study.

2. Problem Description

As discussed above, fusing as many as possible features from
uncertain events is necessary to make an accurate inference
for predicting fatigue effectively. According to this problem,
fatigue state is obviously the target hypothesis variable that we
intend to infer while other visual cues, which are symptoms
of fatigue, are information variables. The main purpose of a
PSO-SVM model is to predict the unobserved events from
the observed or contextual data. Due to there are so many
factors reflecting human fatigue as discussed, it is impossible
to include all of them into a SVMmodel.Hence, only themost
significant ones are incorporated.

2.1. Observable Cues Analysis. As mentioned above, the
driver fatigue can be inferred from the facial expression or
observable variables. Various visual cues/parameters can be
extracted when the driver’s fatigue occurs, as discussed in
Section 1. In this research field, the challenge is that we cannot
infer the fatigue level through a certain specific aspect for a
number of reasons. Therefore, fusing as many information
that we can get may be the only way out to resolve the driver
fatigue detection issues. But, unfortunately, it is impossible
to include all of the visual parameters in the fatigue model.
Hence, in this paper, only the following factors that playmore
contributions to the fatigue are incorporated.

2.1.1. PERCLOS Analysis. PERCLOS is the percentage of
eyelid closure over the pupil over time and reflects slow eyelid
closures (“droops”) rather than blinks. A PERCLOS drowsi-
ness metric was established in a 1994 driving simulator study
as the proportion of time in a minute that the eyes are at least
80 percent closed [31]. Based on research by Fairbanks and
colleagues, the federal highway administration (FWHA) and
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
consider PERCLOS to be among the most promising known
real-time measures of alertness for in-vehicle drowsiness-
detection systems [32].

2.1.2. AECS Analysis. AECS refers to the average eye closure
speed, which is usually described via the time elapse from
eyelids fully open to close completely. Research shows that
the closure speed has obvious difference between the driver
in awake and fatigue state [33], and this difference can reach
more than eight times. In addition, there exists a higher
correlation between AECS and PERCLOS. Therefore, the
AECSmay be a good visual observable variable for the driver
fatigue model design.

2.1.3. PERLVO Analysis. PERLVO refers to percentage of
mouth large vertical open over time. Research shows that this
variable is obviously different when a driver’s yawning fatigue
or distraction state due to talking or conversation occurred
[34]. Yawn may not occur with everyone when he/she falls
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Figure 1: Flow-chart of the hybrid model.

into fatigue, but the PERLVO may be necessary supplement
for the driver fatigue model design.

2.1.4. PERTITL Analysis. PERTITL refers to percentage of
head tilt over time, that is, the percentage that the time of
driver’s looking up or down accounts for a certain time. It is
used to describe the head movement of a driver when he/she
falls into fatigue.

2.1.5. PNS Analysis. PNS refers to the percentage of non-
steering, that is, the level of the steering wheel without any
movement during a period of time. Research result show
that, relative to the wake state, the PNS value is significantly
increased when the driver is in the fatigue or sleep state.
But, unfortunately, it is very difficult to distinguish the state
between the fatigue and the sleep [35].

2.1.6. SDLPAnalysis. SDLP refers to the standard deviation of
lane position, that is, the level of a vehicle transverse the lane
mark during a period of time.When the fatigue occurs, before
the accident happens, vehicle sometimes could cross the
lane. Therefore, researchers worldwide have been developing
vision-based systems for lane keeping on unintended lane
departures [5]. In these researches, two warning criteria are
usually considered: the lateral offsets and the time to lane-
crossing (TLC).Therefore, the SDLP variables are useful cues
for reflecting the driver’s fatigue. It should be considered into
the driver fatigue model design.

2.2. Architecture of the Solution. Based on the above anal-
ysis, the architecture of the solution can be proposed. The
proposed hybrid model consists of three modules: PCA unit,
SVM unit, and GA unit. The hybrid model can be described
as in Figure 1. In subsequent sections, three submodels will be
discussed, respectively.

2.2.1. Support Vector Regression. As a new and promising
technique for classification and regression problems, SVM
can be adjusted to map the complex input-output relation-
ship for the nonlinear system without being dependent on
the specific functions. Unlike other nonlinear optimization
methods, the solution of SVM always can achieve the global
optimal solutionwithout limitation to a localminimumpoint
and it shows the strong resistance to the overfitting problem
and the high generalization performance. Support vector

regression is a common term for implementation of SVM in
regression problems.
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where 𝜔 is weight factor and 𝑏 is the threshold value. The
input samples are mapped to higher dimensional space by
using kernel function 𝜙. The kernel function is responsible
for nonlinear mapping between input and feature space. The
previous researches [36, 37] suggested that radial basis func-
tion (RBF) kernel had less numerical difficulties with applica-
tion and was efficient for traffic state prediction. Thus, RBF
kernel function is used for the SVMmodel in this study.
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directly computed in the input space.
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2.2.2. GA for Parameters Optimization. Although SVM is
feasible and applicable in predicting the driver fatigue state,
there are some parameters, which greatly impact the perfor-
mance of SVMs, need to be optimized. In general, for the
RBF kernel, as a nonlinearly kernel function, the parameters
such as 𝐶, 𝛾, and 𝜀 are the key elements and they directly
decide about the prediction performance of SVM. Thus,
the parameter optimization is important for improving the
prediction accuracy. In this paper, genetic algorithm is used
for searching the best parameters for the presented SVM
model. In general, the process of GA can be briefly described
as follows.

(1) Encoding of Chromosome. In GA, a standard representa-
tion of each candidate solution is as a chromosome that is
composed of “genes.” For the SVM parameters optimization
problem in this paper, the real encodings were adopted since
the parameters 𝐶, 𝛾, and 𝜀 are continuous-valued. Each
chromosome consists of gene𝑔

1
, gene𝑔

2
, and gene𝑔

3
, which

represent the three parameters, respectively. Here 𝑔 is the
current generation. In order to reduce the search space, the
previous literature has given out the recommended searching
space which, respectively, attribute to the range 𝐶 ∈ [2

−5
, 2
5
],

𝜀 ∈ [2
−13

, 2
−1
], and 𝛾 ∈ [0, 2].

(2) Fitness Function. A fitness function is a particular type
of objective function that is used to summarize how close
the possible solutions is to achieving the set aims. For
the SVM parameters optimization problem in this paper,
considering that GA is always finding the maximum fitness
of the individual chromosome, mean squared error (MSE) is
adopted as follows:
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where 𝑓(𝑥
𝑖
) is the prediction value by the SVM model; 𝑦

𝑖
is

the observed value; 𝑙 is the number of observation variables.

(3) Selection Operation. During each successive generation, a
proportion of the existing population is selected to breed a
new generation. Individual solutions are selected through a
fitness-based process, where fitter solutions (as measured by
a fitness function) are typically more likely to be selected. In
this paper, the roulette selection strategy is adopted. Based
on the fitness calculation results, the sum fitness value of the
entire population and then the ratio corresponding to each
chromosome are obtained. In the next step, a randomnumber
(range from 0 to 1) is used for determining the range of the
cumulative probability. The chromosome falling within the
expected range is selected out.

(4) Genetic Operators. For each new solution to be produced,
a pair of “parent” solutions is selected for breeding from
the pool selected previously. A second generation population
of solutions is generated from those selected through a
combination of genetic operators: crossover (also called
recombination), and mutation.

Crossover is a genetic operator used to vary the program-
ming of a chromosome or chromosomes fromone generation
to the next. It is analogous to reproduction and biological
crossover. Cross over is a process of taking more than one
parent solutions and producing a child solution from them. In
literature [38], an arithmetic crossover operator is used. Con-
sider
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chromosomes; 𝛼
𝑖
is a random probability value with range

(0, 1).
Mutation is a genetic operator used to maintain genetic

diversity from one generation chromosome to the next.
Mutation occurs during evolution according to a user-
definable mutation probability. A very small mutation rate
may lead to premature convergence of the genetic algorithm
and a very high rate may lead to loss of good solutions
unless there is elitist selection. In general, the mutation rate
is defined with the range [0.001, 0.1]. In this paper, according
to the previous literature, the mutation rate is set to 0.05.

(5) Termination. This generational process is repeated until
a termination condition has been reached. In this paper, the
search loop continues until MSE

𝑛
−MSE

𝑛−1
< 0.0001 or the

number of generation reaches the maximum number of gen-
erations 𝑇max.

2.2.3. PCA for Reducing the Dimensionality of Input Datasets.
In order to speed the velocity of SVM training and prediction
with maintaining the main information of samples and not
changing the distribution of samples, in this paper, PCA
method is used before the observable variables are input into
the SVMmodel for training and prediction.

In PCA, which kind of data is used will has a great influ-
ence for the result of the analysis. Existing literature shows
that the analysis results are different when the covariance
matrix and the correlation matrix are used for PCA, respect-
ively. In this paper, the various observable variables can reflect
the driver fatigue state from different aspects. Thus, there
exists some relevance between the variables. Meanwhile, the
dimensional of each variable is different. Therefore, based on
the above analysis, we consider using the correlation matrix
for the subsequent PCA process.

(1) Calculate the Correlation Matrix. Given the original data
matrix 𝑋 = (𝑥

𝑖𝑗
)
𝑛×𝑝

, 𝑛 is the number of the observable
samples and 𝑝 is the dimensions for each sample. Then
the correlation matrix can be calculated with the following
formula:
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are the covariance and vari-
ance of the original data, respectively.
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Figure 2: Distribution curve for the cumulative energy of PCAwith
original data.

In this paper, the original data matrix 𝑋 is composed
with the observable variables such as PERCLOS and AECS.
Thus, the dimensions of samples are 6 types of the observable
variables.

(2) Calculate the Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues. Compute the
matrix 𝑉 of eigenvectors which diagonalize the correlation
matrix 𝑅

𝑉
−1
𝑅𝑉 = 𝐷, (8)

where𝐷 is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of 𝑅. Matrix𝐷
will take the form of an𝑝×𝑝 diagonalmatrix, where𝐷(𝑘, 𝑙) =

𝜆
𝑘
for 𝑘 = 𝑙 is the 𝑘th eigenvalue of the correlation matrix 𝑅.

Matrix𝑉, also of dimension𝑝×𝑝, contains𝑝 column vectors,
each of length𝑝, which represent the𝑝 eigenvectors ofmatrix
𝑅.

(3) Choosing Components and Deriving the New Data Set.
Once the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of matrix 𝑅 obtained,
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are sorted in order to
decrease eigenvalue. The eigenvalues represent the distribu-
tion of the source data’s energy among each of the eigenvec-
tors. The cumulative energy content 𝑔 for the 𝑗th eigenvector
is the sum of the energy content across all of the eigenvalues
from 1 through 𝑗. We can use the vector 𝑔 as a guide in
choosing an appropriate value. In this paper, the threshold
value for cumulative energy is given as 0.9. Figure 2 is the
distribution curve for the cumulative energy of PCA with
original data. So the following PCA analysis result can be
drowned: with the given threshold value 0.9, the main prin-
cipal component number is 4.With this operator, the observ-
able variables dimension is changed from 6 to 4.

Based on the above analysis, the new data set can be
derived with the following formula:

𝑋 = 𝑉 × 𝑅, (9)

where 𝑋 is the new feature dataset matrix which will be
input into the GA-SVM model including 4 main principal
components with 0.9 cumulative energy loadings.

3. Case Study

In this section, an experiment has been carried out to verify
the presented model. Based on the above analysis in Section
2.1, the observable variables used are divided into three
types: the eye movement parameters are obtained by eye
tracker; the face visual movement parameters are obtained by
high-definition camera; and the vehicle running state para-
meters are collected by a driver simulator. In addition, the
parameters obtained from physiological parameter tester are
used as the standard that verifies whether the driver is fatigue
or not.

A driver simulator equippedwith data acquisition sensors
is shown as Figure 3. The simulator is equipped with visual
and auditory function for real-time simulation. In which,
the visual system produces a 3D road scene that can used
for simulating the vehicle running state and the visual effect
under the driver’s operation such as kinds of traffic flow,
road lines, different weather, and other traffic things on the
road.The auditory system can simulate the sound of different
things perfectly, including the engine, the horn, the environ-
ment, and thewind.The testermanipulates the steeringwheel
and sends command to the simulator. Then, various sensors
installed on the simulator can interpreter this command and
give out the parameters such as the throttle opening and the
steeringwheel angle.The sampling frequency of the simulator
we adopt is 50Hz.

The experiments lasted from 1:00 P.M to 3:00, sampling
at every one minutes, during which each participant was
asked to operate the driving simulator at the speed of 90 km/h
in highway environment, and his/her dynamic facial image
was obtained at the sampling rate of 100 fps. Signals were
processed with the corresponding methods to form the
observable datasets. The experimental cases and simulation
scenario were shown as Figure 4.

3.1. Parameter Identification. In the experiment, there are 100
samples in total. The data is divided into two subsets, which
represent training samples and testing samples, respectively.
Firstly, about 20% of samples data were set as testing data.
Then, 80% of the remaining samples data were assigned to
training.

To properly optimize the three parameters 𝐶, 𝛾, and 𝜀

for SVM, GA is used. Before the implementation, four GA
parameters, namely, 𝑝

𝑐
, 𝑝
𝑚
, 𝑝size, and 𝑇max, need to be prede-

termined. In general, 𝑝
𝑐
varies from 0.3 to 0.9; 𝑝

𝑚
varies from

0.01 to 0.1; 𝑝size is the population size which is set according
to the size of the samples. 𝑇max is the maximum number of
generations which can be determined according to a good
convergence of the calculation. Considering the features of
this problem and our experiences, the characteristic of GA
can be acquired, as can be seen in Table 1.ThenGA continues
running for searching the best result for parameters𝐶, 𝛾, and
𝜀. Figure 5 shows the MSE curve for parameters optimal with
given conditions. It can be observed that the optimal fitness
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Table 1: The characteristics of GA.

Parameter 𝑝
𝑐

𝑝
𝑚

𝑝size 𝑇max

Value 0.6 0.05 5 500

decreases fast before the 5th generation, and then it changes
smoothly. The least prediction error appears in about the
45th generation, and it almost remains unchanged, and the
process loop terminates in the 50th generation. This means
that GA has a good convergence for the SVM parameters
searching problem. Finally, the three parameters 𝐶, 𝛾, and 𝜀

were optimized as (1.2804, 3.7206, and 0.0018) with the best
MSE value 0.026 for the practical prediction model of the
driver fatigue state prediction SVM-GA.

3.2. Results and Analysis. Based on the parameters selected,
the final SVM-GA hybrid model for driver fatigue state
prediction is confirmed. In order to verify the actual perfor-
mance of the prediction model presented above, tests were
conducted on the train set and test set; respectively, the result
was shown as Figure 6. In this test, 20% of the samples data
was used for predicting the driver fatigue state. From the
result, it is obviously indicated that the prediction curves
agree well with the actual observing data. In addition, the
analysis result of prediction error is shown that the mean
relative error (MSE) is 1.9% with the test set samples. Thus,
it can be seen that the presented SVM-GA model is feasible
and applicable for driver fatigue state prediction.

In order to evaluate the impact performance with PCA
process and different parameters searching method, tests
were conducted on the sample data, respectively. The test
results are shown as Figures 7-8 and details information of
time consumption and MSE are listed in Table 2.

According to the comparison result with/without PCA
process in Figure 7, it is indicated that the preprocesses of
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Figure 6: Prediction result for SVM-GA model.
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Figure 7: Comparison test result with/without PCA process.

Table 2: Comparison result for the different methods.

Method Time elapse
(s)

MSE
(Test set)

MSE
(Train set) Best MSE

GA with PCA 2.34 0.0094 0.019 0.0284
GA without PCA 2.65 0.0055 0.01 0.0259
CG with PCA 4.62 0.0075 0.0104 0.0281
CG without PCA 5.54 0.0053 0.0094 0.0259

PCA for original data dimension reduction can play a role
in improving the prediction result to some extent, that is,
in Table 2, the MSE (on test set) for the two methods are
0.0094 and 0.0055, respectively. But, on the contrary, the time
consumption for data training and prediction is 2.34 s and
2.65 s. It can be explained in such a way that the PCA process,
in fact, is a statistical procedure that uses orthogonal transfor-
mation to convert a set of sample datawith possibly correlated
variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables.
During the transformation, the principal components are
extracted for replacing the original sample data and inputting
into the SVM model for training and prediction. So there is
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Figure 8: Comparison result with GA and CG.

some information loss relative to the original data. This pro-
cedure can reduce the data dimension and reveal the internal
structure of the data in a way that best explains the variance.
But, on the contrary, the loss information may decrease the
prediction accuracy in the SVMmodel applying period.Thus,
in practical application, there is a choice must be made
between the computation speed and the prediction accuracy.

In order to evaluate the parameters optimization result
through GA method proposed in this paper, a cross ver-
ification method test, often used for the SVM parameter
searching, is conducted. From the result in Figure 8 and Table
2, it is obvious that the results are approximate with the two
methods. But the time consumption is significantly different
for the SVMmodel’s parameter optimization.There is a great
of advantages in SVM-GAmethod for improving calculation
speed.

4. Conclusions

State prediction is an important phase for the driver fatigue
early onset prewarning. The state can be inferred from the
detected cues such as PERCLOS, AECS, and PNS. Due
to the complexity of the information obtained, this paper
attempts to develop a hybrid model based on SVM and GA
to predict the driver fatigue state during the early onset
phases. To evaluate the performance of the proposedmethod,
an experiment with driving experiment data is carried out.
The results show that GA has a good convergence and
relative stable performance. Furthermore, the comparison of
results between different methods suggests that the SVM-GA
provides lower prediction errors and time consumption than
the other approaches. This indicates that SVM-GA seems to
be a powerful tool for driver fatigue state prediction during
the early onset phases.

In summary, it is believed that a hybrid model proposed
in this paper can provide a better performance for early

onset prediction of driver fatigue. However, there are some
unresolved issues to be discussed in the future work. First
of all, the driver fatigue has an accumulative property and
fatigue is developed over time. Future work is needed to
consider this property and extend the current model to be
accordant with the practical situation.
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